
Eggenalm - Loop

TOUR

A Reit im Winkl Classic for well-trained mountain bikers

Starting point
Blindau - Hindenburghütte hiking 
car park

Location
Reit im Winkl


distance:
32.7 kilometres 

duration:
04:30 hours


maximum altitude:
1573 meters 

minimum altitude:
672 meters


altitude difference:
1014 ascending 

altitude difference:
1035 descending

From the Blindau car park, we continue to the playground, on the left side of which we take the 

forest road that leads us to Klausenberg area. Here it is about 2 km flat until we turn left after a 

pasture gate to Weissenstein.

At the highest point of the Weissenstein we get a wonderful view of the Unterberg mountain before 

we lose a few meters in altitude and then turn left after a brook in the direction of the Straubinger 

Haus. Now it's time to pedal again. From here it is almost 400 meters in altitude to the Straubinger 

Haus/ Eggenalm, the destination of our tour.

Once at the top, a nice inn and the meadows around the chapel invite you to linger. A stunning 

mountain panorama rewards all the effort. We follow the forest road in a leisurely manner in the 

direction of Hindenburghütte, continue on the forest road in the direction of Nattersbergalm, along 

the serpentines down into the valley to Seegatterl. It goes back on the wonderful cycle path 7 km to 

Reit im Winkl.

Refreshment stops: Klausenbergalm, Straubinger Haus, Hindenburghütte

Attention: some forest roads are also hiking trails - please be considerate.

Arrival by car

From Munich or Salzburg on the federal motorway Munich - Salzburg (A8 to Grabenstätt exit no. 

109), continue towards Marquartstein and on the well-developed German Alpine Road (B 305) to Reit 

im Winkl.



From Munich or Innsbruck on the federal motorway Rosenheim - Innsbruck (A93) to Oberaudorf (exit 

no. 59). Continue to Walchsee, Kössen and Reit im Winkl.

From the village drive in the direction of Ruhpolding. After approx. 1 km turn towards Blindau and 

drive approx. 1 km to the Fellhornweg car park, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

Arrival by public transport

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Prien am Chiemsee train station (best bus connection!!) With the 

RVO bus line 9505. All timetables: www.reitimwinkl.de . Stop directly at the tourist information.

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Ruhpolding train station with the RVO line 9506. Stop directly at 

the Tourist Info.
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